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Object-oriented programming languages bring programmers new opportunities for the         
development of programs that the existing non-object-oriented languages did not support.           
Encapsulation, class inheritance, polymorphism etc. allow to create programs or libraries that are             
very readable, easily customizable, and extensible.  

Unfortunately this advantages increased demands on translation and reduced the          
performance of the resulting programs because of dynamic method lookup and a large number of               
sending messages between objects. It is acceptable cost for many applications, but for             
computationally sensitive programs such as mathematical or simulation libraries is any           
performance degradation a big problem. 

Compilers use the same optimization techniques for object-oriented programming         
languages as for the optimization procedural programming languages, but during compilation of a             
code which uses class inheritance and dynamically-bound messages the compiler does not know             
which instance of the class (or subclass even override dynamic methods) a message is delivered. 

Conventional optimization methods, such as e.g. line expansion, fail in these cases and             
optimization is not effective. Another problem is that the current computing machines can work              
more efficiently with previously known (constant) addresses than the addresses fetched from            
tables. 

Thus arose new optimization techniques to support object-oriented languages. The most           
important of them is the replacement of dynamic method calls by a static call. This requires class                 
hierarchy analysis in the code translation and use it to identify specific instances of classes which                
are the messages receivers. On this basis and other useful techniques, dynamic method call can               
be replaced by static method call and standard optimization techniques will deal with it. 
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